
You can create a safe environment.
With Tamarin, you have all the tools you need, in one place. 

At Tamarin, we’ll give you the tools to create 
a safe environment and be protected against COVID-19. 

COVID-19 has wreaked havoc on our lives and businesses. But, there is a way to reduce risk and create the safest 
environment for people to gather, anywhere. There are many ways we can help you protect whoever you are 
helping to gather - it is up to you to decide what works best for your needs. A combination of symptom screening 
and test coordination for any of your users will create the safest environment - this is possible with each plan.
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Gather Safely
TM

Whom should you include in your COVID-19 Gather SafelyTM Plan?
It is important to consider the demographics and potential health status of your guests. We know that COVID-19 does 
seem to affect disproportionately across demographics such as age, health status, and even race. Children can also 
carry SARS-CoV-2, so you want to take that into consideration, even though there is evidence mounting that they may 
not transmit the virus as effectively as adults do. In short: for your plan, you should consider everyone that is gathering. 

3 Gather SafelyTM Options

Gather SafelyTM Free
Cost: Free; Optional: $8.99 per validation1
Rely on the Gather SafelyTM badge to know the status of anyone 
at your event. With the Free version, your guests can use their 
“Symptoms Clear” or “Test Requested” upon entry. This badge is
automatically created when they complete and attest to their Symptom Survey in the 
platform. If someone’s badge says “Test Requested”, for the utmost safety of everyone, that 
individual should be tested for and receive their diagnosis of COVID-19 before attending any 
event. If positive, they must quarantine.  Please note that without a test, you do not know 
whether asymptomatic and presymptomatic people are positive with COVID-19.  

Test Validation: $8.99 per validation 
After your guests receive their test result, they can upload it to their profile, and we will validate it. They will then receive 
a badge for “Quarantine” or “Tested: Clear”. Third party validation brings peace of mind when you’re trying to create the 
safest environment possible. 

Request a Demo:
katherine@tamarin.health



The Gather SafelyTM Pro is full-service support to help you create the safest environment possible. 
Pro is a combination of a platform and services:

● Platform Features for Pro Users: 
○ Symptom screening and Gather SafelyTM badge
○ Securely upload and share test results - from any testing site (we do not do testing)
○ Administrative and Aggregate dashboards for simple, efficient operations management 
○ Data immutability: stored in a way that cannot be deleted or changed by any one, even Tamarin

● Services for Pro User: 
○ Customized compliance program based on your Federal, State, and Local requirements for operating safely
○ Testing coordination based on health insurance or uninsured reimbursement
○ Validation of test results for each user, regardless of testing location

In Summary

Risk is reduced and safety increases when as many guests are tested as close as possible to the event, regardless of which 
plan you use. We give you the tools to create the safest environment, no matter whether you choose Free, Plus, or Pro.

On Data Immutability

Know with certainty whether data was altered or deleted. This is crucial from a compliance perspective. We 
achieve this by using our own proprietary hashing process to our own healthcare-safe blockchain protocol. Data is hashed 
upon entry in the dashboard. Data can be compared and if it matches, data was not altered; if it does not match, data was 
altered. This means you have verifiable proof of data such as time stamped surveys, temperature checks, and test results. 

Gather SafelyTM Plus
Cost: $12 per admin account per month2

Dashboard: See and maintain all Gather SafelyTM badges in one 
simple dashboard. It’s easy to categorize by groups and view 
information over time, for every event. 

Unique URL: All your guests register using your unique URL. This 
adds them to the dashboard and their Gather SafelyTM badge status 
is updated in real time. 

Test Validation: $8.99 per validation  We’ll validate test results 
uploaded to any profile under your unique URL, which will update 
the badges in your dashboard to “Quarantine” or “Tested: Clear” 

Gather SafelyTM Pro
Cost: Adjustable based on your needs 3

Dedicated support to help you 
create the safest environment 
while you focus on the other, 

more important details

Register right online
https://tamarin.health


